Application of Ni-Ti shape memory alloy actuators in a walking micro-robot
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1. Introduction

One of the limitations of current wheeled/legged locomotion mechanisms is that they are designed to access only certain terrains. On the other hand, complex drive mechanisms for motion transmission make them more vulnerable to failure possibilities. Also, in order to miniaturize the mobile robots and make them in a scalable manufacturing technique, mechanisms other than wheels are required. Wheels, even with the most innovative suspension mechanisms, can negotiate obstacles with height at most twice the wheel diameter. This is why the development of alternate locomotion mechanisms become quite necessary, especially as the size of the mobile robot is reduced. Advanced flexible actuators will allow the design of direct-driven limbs (legs/muscles/appendages) bypassing the need for complex chassis (motors and drive systems). The limbs will possess the added advantage of reconfigurability, with substantially lesser mechanical vulnerability [1].

The research in walking mechanisms is one of the challenges in mechanical engineering and mechatronics. Although wheeled vehicles are very familiar and everywhere around us, legged robots are preferred because of their superior mobility in unstructured terrain [2-6].

As we know, biological mechanisms like legs with high effectiveness and developing high forces are very common in nature. This is why introducing such structures in robotics is one of the most popular research in biomimetics. Legged animals in general and insects in particular can be found everywhere in nature. They are well known not only for their speed and agility but also for their ability to traverse some of the most difficult terrains, climbing vertical surfaces, or even walking upside down [7]. This is a reason for which researchers are fascinated to build legged insect-like systems, to cross difficult terrain and to be useful in dangerous environments, for special applications. A hexapod walking robot is an example of such insect-like vehicle and shape memory alloy (SMA) wires are a flexible actuators category suitable for biomimetic systems [8-11].

As robots are requested to perform tasks in rough terrain, the development of actuators capable to flexibly adapt to the unstructured environment becomes more and more necessary. The conventional mechanisms with stiff joints make the robots more complex, heavy, large and expensive. In these conditions, the development of small and low cost actuators which can flexibly adapt to unstructured environment becomes desirable.

Different types of actuators may be used for a robot driving. Electrical, hydraulic and pneumatical actuators are so called conventional because they are commonly used to actual robot systems. Recent research in the field of materials discovered some new light and resistant alloys, which allow building compact, light and resistant articulated mechanisms. Such intelligent materials could be used to develop new actuators [10], [12-14].

A wide variety of artificial muscles have been investigated. Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are a category of such artificial muscles which can be used as actuators in the structure of a biomimetic walking robot.

In 1938, Arne Olander, a Swedish physicist, was the first who observed the pseudo elastic behavior of the gold-cadmium alloy [15]. He observed how the alloy could be plastically deformed when cool, but return to its original length when heated. Kordjumov and Khandros [16] conducted experiments on copper-zinc and copper-aluminium alloys and introduced the concept of thermo elastic martensitic transformation to explain the reversible transformation of martensite.

The real breakthrough in the research and the application of shape memory alloys is the discovery of nickel-titanium (NiTi) by Buehler et al. [17] in 1963. The alloy was termed Nitinol, an acronym of nickel (NI), titanium (TI) and Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL). In addition, the term ‘shape memory effect’ was first introduced to describe the shape recovery behaviour of the alloy.

The first commercially available application involved the use of Nitinol material for pipe coupling in F-14 fighter aircraft [18]. Nitinol has been widely used in biomedical applications due to its biocompatibility [19]. Some common areas of use are in medical stents, implants and orthodontics [20, 21]. However, it wasn’t until the 1990’s that research into the use of Nitinol SMAs as actuators in robotics and prosthetics began to take hold. Actuator applications include linear actuators, microswitches, robotic grippers and micro-electromechanical devices (MEMS) [22].

There are some properties of SMAs which have motivated their use as in a biomimetic actuation system: SMAs are compact, light-weight, with a high power to mass ratio; these actuators are direct-driven, so they are commonly used in the form of wires that are activated through resistive heating (by using an electric current) with no need for complex and bulky transmission systems; SMA actuators operates with no friction or vibration allowing extremely silent movements. They can exhibit large changes in shape when heated and cooled and can replace...
motors and solenoids for creating motion in many devices, even robots. SMA based actuators have been successfully used in many robotic applications till now [7], [11], [23-40].

However, these actuators also have limitations which need to be considered before applying them in any robotic system: A large portion of the power applied is dissipated as heat leading to low power efficiencies; the speed of actuation is dependent upon the rate of cooling of the wire leading to low bandwidths; even though SMAs exhibit relatively large strains (8% for Nitinol), only a fraction of the net strain can be utilized in order to maximize the actuator lifetime.; clever designs that convert the small strains into large motions are required. SMA contraction is highly non-linear owing to temperature hysteresis during joule heating of the material. As such, SMAs actuators are difficult to effectively control.

The present work was carried out in order to design and build a walking micro-robot using Ni-Ti SMA wires as actuators.

2. SMA based actuators

Actuators are the most critical components in animal-like robot conception. Neuro-muscular systems of animals are using totally different control techniques comparing to those used to control conventional actuators in robotics. Animals ensure the leg joints motion by alternating the contraction of an antagonistic muscles pair and regulate their stiffness by simultaneous contraction of these muscles [1], [14], [23], [29], [41-42].

Because in the structure of biological walking mechanisms we find rotational joints, when we design actuators based on SMA, such kind of joints will be taken into account. There are many SMA actuator solutions but only two of them have been used in the designs described in this paper. The first one is the bias spring-type actuator (Fig. 1).

In the case of a hexapod walking micro-robot, this actuator can be used to move the leg up and down. Using it to rotate the leg around the vertical axis, the robot will only move in one direction (the force developed by the bias spring will not be capable to move the robot in opposite direction).

![Fig. 1 Bias spring-type SMA based actuator: a) kinematics; b) constructive solution](image1)

![Fig. 2 Bidirectional SMA based actuator: a) kinematics; b) constructive solution](image2)

In order to improve robot mobility and leg compliance, another solution of actuator is proposed (Fig. 2). This is a bidirectional actuator based on two SMA wires, two elastic springs and two tendons, based on the solution adopted by [23], [29]. The spring $S_2$ biases the SMA wire $W_1$, whereas the spring $S_1$ biases SMA wire $W_2$. Counter-clockwise link rotation occurs by the contraction of $W_1$ wire whereas clockwise link rotation occurs by the contraction of $W_2$ wire. As the wire $W_1$ contracts, for example, the spring $S_1$ expands, absorbing the slack in the tendon $T_1$ until it is fully stretched and taut. Whereas the actuated link can rotate in counter-clockwise direction during the absorbing of the slack, depending of the spring stiffness, at the point where the tendon is stretched and taut, any further contraction of the SMA wire $W_1$ will act directly on the actuated link, rotating it in the mentioned direction. Simultaneously, as the actuated link is rotating, the spring $S_2$ expands and the slack in the tendon $T_2$ is absorbed. When the SMA wire $W_1$ is deactivated, the springs $S_1$ and $S_2$ will return to their original positions and the actuated link will return to its neutral position. When the wire $W_2$ is activat-
ed, the link is rotating in clockwise direction.

This solution, with spring-sleek artificial tendons, mimics the nonlinear stiffness of the natural tendons. Whereas the nonlinear stiffness of the biological tendons limits the motion range of the natural links, the limit on the range of motion of the artificial joint is dependent on two factors:

- the SMA wire’s stroke range must be sufficiently large to first absorb the slack in the active tendon to which it is connected in order to produce joint rotation;
- the link cannot rotate beyond the elastic limit of the opposing tendon.

Two defining criteria come into play when selecting the SMA actuator:

- the actuator stroke and
- the output force.

The SMA wire contraction length must be sufficient to pull the link throughout its full range of motion about the joint axis. Also, the force output of the SMA actuator must produce joint torques, which are high enough to maintain the robot in static equilibrium.

The SMA actuator force, necessary to generate the joint torque, can be derived from the static equation of motion for a given link. Consider the forces acting on the link, taking into account the bias spring SMA actuator, as shown in Fig. 3. This actuator can be used to move the leg up and down.

In a static equilibrium, we have:

\[ F_1 \cos \theta = (F_{\text{SMA}} - F_s) R, \]

where \( F_s \) is vertical contact force of the foot on the ground; \( F_{\text{SMA}} \) is the force in the SMA wire; \( F_s = k \times \Delta x \) is elastic force in the spring; \( l \) is the link length; \( R \) is roller radius; \( \theta \) is angular stroke of the joint.

Starting from Eq. (1), the force in the SMA wire will be:

\[ F_{\text{SMA}} = \frac{F_1}{R} \cos \theta + k (R \theta + \Delta x), \]

where \( k \) is the spring constant; \( \Delta x \) is spring elongation.

For the bidirectional SMA based actuator, we will consider Fig. 4, for counter-clockwise rotation, when the SMA wire \( W_i \) is active. This actuator is used to rotate the leg around the vertical axis, moving it forward and backward.

The static equilibrium for counter-clockwise rotation leads to:

\[ F_i R_i = F_s R_s + F_s l \cos \alpha, \]

where \( F_s \) is horizontal contact force of the foot; \( \mu \) is friction coefficient; \( F_i = F_{\text{SMA}} - F_s \) is force in tendon \( T_i \); \( F_s = F_{s_i} \) is force in tendon \( T_s \); \( R_i \) is radius of the roller 1; \( \alpha \) is angular stroke of the joint for counter-clockwise rotation.

But

\[ F_{s_i} = k (\Delta l_i + \Delta x) = k \left( R_i \frac{\theta}{2} + \Delta x \right), \]

where \( k \) is the elastic constant of the springs; \( \Delta x \) is their elongation.

Fig. 3 Forces acting on the link - bias spring SMA actuator

The horizontal contact force \( F_s \) will be considered for the most unfavourable situation, that of the tripod gait. It is:

\[ F_s = \mu F_z, \]

where \( \mu \) is the friction coefficient between the foot and the ground.

If we replace \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) in Eq. (3), we get:

\[ F_{\text{SMA}} = k (R_i \theta + 2 \Delta x) + \frac{\mu F_s l \cos \alpha}{R_i}, \]

with \( \alpha \in [0, \theta / 2] \).

Eq. (7) is valid for the second situation too, when we consider the link rotation in clockwise direction.

The motion generated by an actuator based on SMA wires is the result of the axial strain in the wire, due to the martensite/austenite transformation phase. Maximal axial strain \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) in a Ni-Ti wire is approximately 400 MPa. In these conditions, the maximum torques developed in a rotational joint, actuated by a number of \( n \) SMA wires with \( d \) diameter, is:

\[ \tau_{\text{max}} = n R_i \sigma_{\text{max}} \frac{\pi d^2}{4}, \]

where \( R_i \) is the roller radius.

If the maximum torque \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) is imposed, the num-
ber of wires with diameter may be computed:

\[ n = \frac{4\tau_{\text{max}}}{\pi R_d d^2 \sigma_{\text{max}}}, \quad (9) \]

or the wires diameter \( d \) if the number of wires is known,

\[ d = \sqrt{\frac{4\tau_{\text{max}}}{\pi n R_d \sigma_{\text{max}}}}. \quad (10) \]

At first glance, it would seem that the best would be to use a smaller number of larger diameter wires. However, the diameter of wire affects the reaction rate. This is why, to reduce the response time, a bigger number of smaller diameter wires is preferable to be used.

3. Leg mechanisms

The number of degrees of freedom (DOF) provided for each leg seems to be a compromise between an increased range of motion of the leg and a control simplicity. However, that turns out not to be the case. Only leg designs having two DOF or three DOF were considered, since more than three DOF provides no additional benefits comparing to the additional complications in control that would arise [6], [35].

Legs with two DOF provide a relatively simple control system, because there is one less actuator, if we compare them with legs with three DOF However, with only two DOF, it is very difficult to achieve the above-stated fixed goal of arbitrary navigation on a plane surface.

These legs require a walking gait where the feet slip along the ground, if they are to travel in curved paths as well as travel straight ahead [2-5], [10], [34], [42]. This is undesirable from a control standpoint, though, because systematic slippage of the feet implies that the robot's position no longer can be tracked by feedback from the motor controllers. Additional sensors would be necessary to track the motion of the robot's body over the ground. Although the trajectory of a robot using legs with two DOF can never be a straight line because of the kinematics, the slippage does not cause any particular mechanical problem when the robot has a small weight [2-5], [10].

On the other hand, with three DOF per leg, the foot can be positioned anywhere within a three-dimensional workspace [34], [42]. This means that using six such legs the robot can navigate in either a straight or curved path over uneven terrain to reach any point on the terrain surface.

A first solution of two DOF (~\( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \)) serial leg based on one bias spring-type SMA actuator and one bidirectional SMA actuator is shown in Figure 5. Because we want to amplify the small strains of the SMA wires, some pulleys are inserted in each link design of the leg.

If we apply the standard Denavit-Hartenberg convention in Fig. 5, a we may find the coordinates of \( O_2 \) according to the referential origin, \( O_0 \),

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{2,a} &= (-l_1 - l_2 \sin \theta_1 \sin \theta_2); \\
    y_{2,a} &= (l_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_1) \cos \theta_1; \\
    z_{2,a} &= -l_2 \cos \theta_2.
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 6 Leg with two active DOF and tree structure: a) kinematics; b) one constructive solution; c) the second constructive solution
Direct kinematics for this leg leads to next equations:
\[
\begin{align*}
x_F &= (-l_1 - l_2 \sin \theta_2 - l_4 \sin(\theta_2 + \theta_4)) \sin \theta_1; \\
y_F &= (l_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_2 + l_4 \sin(\theta_2 + \theta_4)) \cos \theta_1; \\
z_F &= -l_2 \cos \theta_2 - l_4 \cos(\theta_2 + \theta_4),
\end{align*}
\]
(12)
with
\[
\theta_4 = \arctan \left( \frac{a - l_2 \sin \theta_2}{b - l_2 \cos \theta_2} \right) + \pi - \alpha - \theta_2. 
\]
(13)

In order to prove the advantage of the leg with tree structure (Fig. 6) comparing to the serial one (Fig. 5), a numerical simulation in Matlab has been done, computing the vertical stroke $\Delta z$ of the tip legs. The next values of the constructive and kinematic parameters have been considered for the serial leg: $l_1 = 20$ mm, $l_2 = 55$ mm, $\theta_1 = -15$ to 15 degrees, $\theta_2 = 0$ to 30 degrees. For the second leg (Fig. 6), the next parameters have been considered: $l_1 = 20$ mm, $l_2 = 16.75$ mm, $l_4 = 38.25$ mm, $a = 5$ mm, $b = 10$ mm, $\theta_1 = -15$ to 15 degrees, $\theta_2 = 0$ to 30 degrees. In order to get a real comparison of the two legs, the sum $l_2 + l_4$ for the second leg is equal to $l_1$ of the first leg.

The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 7. If we compare the two diagrams, we can see that the leg with tree structure has a vertical stroke of its tip four times bigger than that of a serial leg structure. It means that, for the same vertical stroke of the leg tip, the length of the wire used for $\theta_2$ joint should be much smaller for a leg with tree structure.

This will lead to less power consumption and smaller volume of the SMA actuator. Or, if we consider using the same length of the SMA wire for both leg solutions, the robot using legs with tree structure could climb obstacles four times higher.

If the global dimensions of the leg are known (lengths $l_1$, $l_2$, $l_4$ are imposed), the vertical stroke of the leg tip is influenced by two constructive parameters ($a$ and $b$). The influence of these parameters on the coordinate $z_F$ is shown in Fig. 8.

If we derivate the Eq. (12) by time, we get:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x'_{F} \\
y'_{F} \\
z'_{F}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_1 \\
\dot{\theta}_2 \\
\dot{\theta}_4
\end{bmatrix},
\]
(16)
where $J$ is the analytical Jacobian matrix:
\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
-l_1 - l_2 s_2 - l_4 s_{24} \\
-l_2 s_{24} c_1 \\
-s_1 c_{24} \\
0 \\
l_1 c_2 + l_4 c_{24} \\
l_2 s_2 + l_4 s_{24} \\
l_4 s_{24}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
c_1 \\
-c_2 \\
-s_1 \\
s_2 \\
c_1 \\
s_2 \\
c_2 \end{bmatrix}
\]
(17)
and $s_1 = \sin \theta_1$, $c_1 = \cos \theta_1$, $s_2 = \sin \theta_2$, $c_2 = \cos \theta_2$, $s_{24} = \sin(\theta_2 + \theta_4)$, $c_{24} = \cos(\theta_2 + \theta_4)$.
This means, we have the torques in the active joints, \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_z \). We use this torques to compute the SMA wire diameter and the number of wires for each actuator. The joint \( \theta_4 \) is passive and it does not require an actuator.

4. Micro-robot design and implementation

Based on the second leg mechanism discussed above, a solution of biomimetic walking micro-robot is proposed, using SMA as actuators and springs, in order to imitate the compliance of biological mechanisms. The design solution (Fig. 9) is based on a leg mechanism with two DOF, actuated by one bias-spring SMA actuator and one differential actuator. Thanks to the second actuator, the leg has an artificial compliance for horizontal movement.

![A 3D view of the hexapod walking micro-robot](image)

Fig. 9 A 3D view of the hexapod walking micro-robot

Six legs offer a good compromise between weight and electromechanical complexity, on one hand, and stability, velocity and the variety of gaits, on the other hand. Each of the six legs was equipped with only two active degrees of freedom, in order to minimize its complexity. Although the trajectory can never be a straight line because of the kinematics, the slippage does not cause any particular mechanical problem because of the small weight of the vehicle.

Direct kinematics of the robot expresses the coordinates of the tip feet with respect to the referential centre (geometrical centre of the robot body):

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_i &= l_0 + \left( l_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_{2,i} + l_3 \sin \left( \theta_{2,i} + \theta_{4,i} \right) \right) \sin \theta_{4,i}; \\
    y_i &= l_0' + \left( l_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_{2,i} + l_3 \sin \left( \theta_{2,i} + \theta_{4,i} \right) \right) \cos \theta_{4,i}; \\
    z_i &= l_0' - l_1 \cos \theta_{2,i} - l_3 \cos \left( \theta_{2,i} + \theta_{4,i} \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( i = 1 \ldots 6 \) denotes the leg indices; \( l_0 \) and \( l_0' \) are the distances between robot centre of mass and the axis of joints \( \theta_{4,i} \), on longitudinal and transversal direction; \( l_0' \) is positive for left legs and negative for right legs; \( \theta_{2,i} \) and \( \theta_{4,i} \) are the angular strokes of the active joints; \( \theta_{4,i} \) is computed using Eq. (13).

These coordinates are useful if we want to compute the contact forces between the feet tip and the ground. We need these forces to compute the actuators torques and, then, to select the optimum SMA actuator (the diameter of the wire and the number of SMA wires).

![Force distribution for a given gait state](image)

Fig. 10 Force distribution for a given gait state

As a first step of the contact forces calculus, the force distribution for a given gait state of the robot can be computed, by expressing the static equilibrium equations of the whole vehicle. In order to simplify these equations, we assume that [4]:

- the speed of the robot and its mass are small enough as well as dynamical effects could be neglected;
- the ground support forces are vertical (Fig. 10);
- the mass of the leg link is negligible comparing to the mass of its actuators and also comparing to the mass of robot body. In other studies, the mass of all the leg is neglected. In our case, the mass of all the six legs is comparable with the mass of the robot body; this is why we consider that the influence of the leg mass should be taken into account.

Assuming that the mass of the robot body, \( M_0 \), its centre of mass \( (x_g, y_g) \), the mass of a leg, \( m_i \) and the coordinates of their centres of mass \( (x_i, y_i) \) are known, and assuming that all the six legs have the same mass, we get:

\[
\begin{align*}
    G &= \left( M_0 + 6m_i \right) \cdot g; \\
    G x_G &= m_i \cdot g \sum_{i=1}^{6} x_i; \\
    G y_G &= m_i \cdot g \sum_{i=1}^{6} y_i,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( G \) is the weight of the vehicle, in \( N; i = 1 \ldots 6 \), expresses the leg indices; \( (x_G, y_G) \) are the coordinates of the robot centre of mass.

If we know \( \theta_{2,i} \) and \( \theta_{4,i} \), we can compute \( x_i, y_i \), for \( i = 1 \ldots 6 \), at any moment and then \( (x_G, y_G) \).

Assuming that the ground support forces are vertical, we get:
\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{i \in I} F_{zi} &= (M_z + 6m_i)g; \\
\sum_{i \in I} F_{zi} &= m_i g \sum_{i=1}^{6} x_i; \\
\sum_{i \in I} F_{yi} &= m_i g \sum_{i=1}^{6} y_i.
\end{align*}
\] (24)

where \( I \) is the set of supporting legs (we may have three to six legs on the ground, according to the gait and its phase); \( x_i, y_i \), for \( i = 1...6 \), are the coordinates of the tip feet with respect to the reference centre (geometrical centre of the robot body).

The Eq. (24) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
[A][F_z] = [G].
\] (25)

with

\[
[A] = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
x_1 & x_2 & x_3 & x_4 & x_5 & x_6 \\
y_1 & y_2 & y_3 & y_4 & y_5 & y_6
\end{bmatrix};
\] (26)

\[
[F_z] = \begin{bmatrix}
F_{z1} & F_{z2} & F_{z3} & F_{z4} & F_{z5} & F_{z6}
\end{bmatrix}^T;
\] (27)

\[
[G] = \begin{bmatrix}
G \\
m_i g \sum_{i=1}^{6} x_i \\
m_i g \sum_{i=1}^{6} y_i
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (28)

Fig. 11 Picture of the real hexapod micro-robot

Fig. 12 Single joint closed-loop control scheme
A picture of the real micro-robot is shown in Fig. 11. Both leg solutions have been used for the real micro-robot, in order to highlight the advantages of the legs with tree structure.

The movement of the robot is achieved by heating small shape memory alloy wires (muscle wires) of 50 µm diameter, which are attached to each leg of the micro-robot. Elastic rubber wires are used to return the links of the leg to the initial position, when the muscle wires are no more powered.

Although the trajectory can never be a straight line because of the simple kinematics, the slippage does not cause any particular mechanical problem because of the small weight of the vehicle. Thanks to the small diameter of the SMA wires, a cycle time of about 1 sec can be achieved.

All the legs are mounted directly on the electronic board without any other frames, in order to simplify the architecture of the robot.

The rotating angles of the links depend of the leg structure but also of the value of the wires deformations. So, for a given leg structure, the value of the rotating angle depends directly of the length of the muscle wire. In order to increase the lengths of the wires (to increase the strokes of the legs) and to keep small overall dimensions for the robot, some pulley wheels are integrated in the structure of the leg.

Thanks to a control board based on a 8-bit microcontroller, the robot can walk forward/backward and turn left/right. Since the bit number of the microcontroller is limited to 8, only the tripod gait was implemented here. Because not any encoder is used in the leg joints of this prototype, open-loop control tests were first performed to assess the effectiveness of the actuation mechanisms designed.

In order to adapt the robot to an unstructured environment, position of each rotational joint of the legs has to be controlled, which means a closed loop control of SMA wires deformation.

Taking into account the small dimensions of the links, the use of encoders in robot joints was not possible at this time. This is why a test bench with a bigger constructive solution of a rotational joint has been used to test a closed-loop procedure. The control method is based on heating the SMA wire using a PID controller with squared voltage signal having variable frequency and amplitude (Fig. 12). Different tests performed demonstrated the effectiveness of this method. Because of the lack of space, in this paper only the results of one test will be presented. Fig. 13 shows the results of the wire control deformation for three different angular positions of the actuated joint.

5. Conclusions

Biological mechanisms like legs with high effectiveness and developing high forces are very common in nature. This is why introducing such structures in robotics is one of the most popular research in biomimetics. Shape Memory Alloys are a category of artificial muscles which can be used as actuators in the structure of a biomimetic walking robot. When SMA wires are used, smart mechanisms to amplify their deformation are necessary. In this paper, mechanisms that can convert the small strain of a SMA wire into large motion, used as legs for a hexapod walking micro-robot, have been discussed. Two leg mechanisms have been compared, a serial one and another based on a tree structure. Both numerical and virtual simulations have been proved the advantages of the second solution. Based on these leg mechanisms, a solution of biomimetic walking micro-robot has been proposed, using SMA as actuators and springs, in order to imitate the compliance of biological mechanisms. Then, a test bench for a SMA actuated rotational joint has been used to test a closed-loop procedure. The control method is based on heating the SMA wire using a PID controller with squared voltage signal having variable frequency and amplitude. Different
tests performed demonstrated the effectiveness of this method. Because of the lack of space, in this paper only the results of one test have been presented.
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